I was asked to review this book "as someone who enjoys reading sick serial killer novels" (charming), but I have to admit that it probably *is* the sort of book I would reach for should I be browsing the shelves of the RSM bookshop. The front cover shows a shadowy figure disappearing down a blood-hued corridor (which bears an uncanny resemblance to the 'Caves' in the old RVH) and you get the impression that, with a foreword by Nick Ross, this might be one for the *Crimewatch* fans among you rather than the hardcore endocrinologists. However, despite the sensationalist introduction, the two authors mean serious business: Vincent Marks is, amongst other things, a former Professor of Clinical Biochemistry at the University of Surrey, former Vice-President of the Royal College of Pathologists, and a world authority on insulin and hypoglycaemia; Caroline Richmond is described as a "science writer and medical journalist" (I presume her role is to make Marks\' writing a little less 'academic textbook' and a little more 'slasher-thriller').

The book kicks off with the story of Kenneth Barlow, the first documented case of murder by insulin, which occurred in 1957 in England. Barlow was a nurse whose second wife of eleven months died by apparent drowning in the bath. In true CSI style (for the 1950s), dodgy dealings were suspected and two hypodermic injection sites where subsequently identified on each buttock of the deceased. The surrounding tissue was removed and around 84 units of insulin extracted. Marks gives a fascinating summary of some of the state-of-the-art tests becoming available in the 1950s to assay insulin -- they seem hopelessly crude by present standards (radioactive glucose and rat diaphragms!) but show a creativeness and originality of method which often appears absent from today\'s 'black box' analysers. Needless to say, Barlow gets his comeuppance and the notion that insulin is the "perfect murder weapon", as it cannot be detected after death, is shattered.

And so they gallop on through the matrimonial killing fields: Herr Breslau does away with one wife, William Archerd does away with at least two, courtesy of insulin. Just as I\'m becoming a little paranoid and vowing to be nicer to my husband, they present the case of Claus von Bulow. Some of you may remember this case from the 1980s in the USA. I don\'t (too young!) but found it absorbing reading. I will not spoil the story for you -- a slightly sensationalised version forms the basis of the film *Reversal of Fortune* -- but the authors here present a very thorough review of all the scientific evidence behind this unique case (reliably reported by Marks, one of the expert witnesses in the trial). The compelling aspects of this trial from today\'s point of view are the expert witnesses (leading initially to wrongful conviction?) and the media circus which also helped fuel misunderstanding, conjecture and hearsay: the parallels between this and a certain very recent high-profile case involving an expert witness are striking.

The book details many more cases, including that of Maria Whiston -- the "insulin between the toes" trial. By far the most disturbing, however, is that of the notorious Beverly Allitt. Marks gives a first-hand account of how he became involved in the Allitt case in 1991 and lends a fascinating insight into how the case against her was gradually built. The actual details of the cases and her young victims make for very disturbing reading. The fact that these heinous murders went on in a quiet DGH is quite sobering and also suggests the question: Shouldn\'t insulin be a controlled drug on the ward? (Astoundingly, it didn\'t even become a prescription-only medicine until 1998, being added to the POM register only because of widespread abuse by bodybuilders, who believed it helped build muscle bulk). It is hardly surprising that, with few exceptions, the killers in this book were all from a medical or nursing background and therefore equipped with the easy means to acquire their chosen 'poison' and to inject it in a lethal dose.

Which brings me to my final point. I read this book on the plane coming home from a conference in Manchester and was aware of some odd glances from my fellow passengers (particularly as I took notes and underlined parts furiously). I half expected the PSNI to be waiting for me in Belfast! So, a word of caution here: by all means buy this book; but don\'t display it too prominently on your office bookcase -- your colleagues might just start to wonder.
